Military Category – Hawkins Collection

The Hawkins Collection ranges between the years of 1862 and 1886. The amount of
material making up the Hawkins collection is fairly small but covers a wide variety of
years. Some during the war and some once Hawkins was out of the war. The Collection
has been broken up into three series.
Series 1: Musical books and papers
Series 2: Newspaper articles
Series 3: Letters

There are no restrictions on the use of this collection
Scope and Content Note
The Hawkins Collection is made up of seven folders involving Hawkins involvement in
the Cadet band during the Civil War. It also documents his own band, which he played in
after the war was over. There are three series that range from the years of 1862 and 1886.

Series 1 consists of three folders and are based on Hawkins musical collection. There are
copies of songs and as instructional booklet of army regulations while playing the drums,
the fife or the bugle
Series 2 has two folders in it, these folders are articles about Hawkins band both during
the civil war and after the civil war. Papers include a list of all who participated in the
band as well as a newspaper article from their performances.
Series 3 consists of two folders of letters from various places during the Civil War. For
instance there are some letters from southern soldiers, which were confiscated during the
Civil War as well as orders given to the 110th O.V.I
Box and Folder Listing
Series
1

File
1
2
3

Description
Army regulations for Drum, Fife and Bugle 1862
“Old Tom” song - 2 copies
Book of Proverbs

2

1
2

Cadet Band newspaper article 1886
Band papers and articles

3

1
2

Southern letters confiscated during the Civil War
Letters of orders pertaining to the 110th O.V.I
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